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BIG 
IDEAS



uThe most important 
connection you will nurture 
is the relationship between 
you and your students.



Core Competencies

unotice
uname
unurture



First Peoples Principles of Learning

ustory
uplace 
uidentity



uWhat are you curious about?
uWhat are you wondering about?
uWhat has sparked your interest?
uWhat might you investigate today?
uHow are you going to dig deeper 

with your learning about ______?

Nurturing Inquiry



Planning and Assessing with the 
curricular competencies in mind

Social Studies Science

Mathematics Where does 
inquiry live in 
the curricular 
competencies?



being mindful and planning 
intentionally with opportunities for…

PRINCIPLES
OF LEARNING
First

peoples

Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, 
the family, the community, the land, the spirits, and 

the ancestors.

Learning is holistic, refl exive, refl ective, experiential, 
and relational (focused on  connectedness, on 
reciprocal relationships, and a sense of place).

Learning involves recognizing the consequences 
of one’s actions.

Learning involves generational roles and 
responsibilities.

Learning recognizes the role of indigenous 
knowledge.

Learning is embedded in memory, history, 
and story.

Learning involves patience and time.

Learning requires exploration of one’s identity.

Learning involves recognizing that some 
knowledge is sacred and only shared with 

permission and/or in certain situations. 

For First Peoples 
classroom resources 

visit: www.fnesc.ca



Storytelling



Playful Storytelling



Story.

uThe connective thread 
between all of us. 

~Richard Wagamese



memory, history, story
land, place
identity
connected, holistic
reflective, relational
experiential
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Big Ideas & Questions
uWhat stories live within you?
uHow do stories help us understand 

ourselves and each other?
uHow do we capture pieces of 

ourselves in our stories? 
uWhat stories live within this place?
uWhat is the power of stories?



How do materials inspire stories?
What stories live within these materials?



Storytelling encourages…

uconnections to self, 
others and place

uthinking and listening
uplaying with language 

and ideas



Symbols & Storyboards



Similes, Metaphors and Themes



#sd38story



All that we are is story.
~Richard Wagamese

u “All that we are is story. From the moment we are 
born to the time we continue on our spirit journey, 
we are involved in the creation of the story of our 
time here. It is what we arrive with. It is all we leave 
behind. We are not the things we accumulate. We 
are not the things we deem important. We are story. 
All of us. What comes to matter then is the creation 
of the best possible story we can while we’re here; 
you, me, us, together. When we can do that and we 
take the time to share those stories with each other, 
we get bigger inside, we see each other, we 
recognize our kinship – we change the world, one 
story at a time…”



u“Stories help us 
understand each other.”

~grade 4 student



Digital Storytelling



What is place-based pedagogy?

uPlace is any environment, locality or context 
with which people interact to learn, create 
memory, reflect on history, connect with 
culture and establish identity.                  
BC Science Curriculum, 2015

uHow does place inform your questions and 
inquiries?

uHow does place inspire  connections, thinking 
and stories?













BC Curriculum Connections

u Major tenets: inquiry-based approaches to 
teaching and learning, First Peoples Principles of 
Learning, personalized learning, competency-
based, digital technology, place-based learning

u English Language Arts, Social Studies and Science 
Curriculum Frameworks
uBig Ideas
uCurricular Competencies
uCurricular Content



playful storytelling
grades 2&3



uConsider the power of story and place in social studies, 
science and math
uHow are we connected to place?
uWhere does math live here? 
uWhat stories does science help us think about?

What connections are you making?

the role of story and place 
throughout the curriculum…



Numeracy



BC Ministry of Education

uWhat is numeracy?

uNumeracy is the willingness and ability to 
interpret and apply mathematical 
understanding to solve problems in complex 
situations, and the perseverance to analyze 
and communicate these solutions in ways 
that are relevant to the given context. 





Autumn Peltier
Indigenous Water Advocate

u"All across these lands, we know somewhere where 
someone can't drink the water. Why so many, and 
why have they gone without for so long?”

Autumn Peltier, 15 years old, Wiikwemkoong First Nation





How much water will be needed for the daily 
needs of all the children for one year in one of the 
First Nations communities affected by a drinking 
water advisory?

WHAT DO WE KNOW WHAT DO WE 
NEED TO KNOW

WHAT 
DECISIONS/ASSUMPTIONS 

NEED TO BE MADE

Explain and justify your solution.

Consider:
sources of 
data and 

information





What next?

uWhat is the Canadian government’s plan 
for the water crisis in First Nations 
communities?

uWhat water issues do we have locally? 
u Is there safe drinking water for all in our 

community?









uHow do numbers, data and 
mathematical information 
help to create a compelling 
case for others to engage 
with and understand a 
global issue?





BC Curriculum Connections

u Major tenets: inquiry-based approaches to 
teaching and learning, literacy, numeracy, 
digital literacy, visual literacy, core and curricular 
competencies

u Mathematics, English Language Arts, Social 
Studies and Science Curriculum Frameworks
uBig Ideas
uCurricular Competencies
uCurricular Content



What connections 
are you making?



Spindle Whorls



Investigating Circles:
Communicating our Thinking

Grades 3&4
Grauer Elementary





Where to next?



Develop, demonstrate, and apply mathematical 
understanding through play, inquiry, and problem solving

Engage in problem-solving experiences that are 
connected to place, story, cultural practices, and 
perspectives relevant to local First Peoples communities, 
the local community, and other cultures

Incorporate First Peoples worldviews and perspectives to 
make connections to mathematical concepts

BC Mathematics Curricular Competencies



Thinking about the circle:
Where does math live in 
Susan Point’s spindle whorl art?



considerations

uStudents’ interests, background knowledge, potential for 
engagement

uCurriculum connections
uAuthentic resources
uArt, belongings– public vs private, sacred, ceremonial
uMathematizing - tension
uMathematical connections – math to math, math to self, 

math to world



Investigating the Art of Susan Point

u Grades 3&4

u Develop, demonstrate and apply mathematical understanding 
through play, inquiry and problem-solving

u Engage in problem-solving experiences that are connected to place, 
story, cultural practices, and perspectives that are relevant to local 
First Peoples communities, the local community and other cultures

u Grade 4

u line symmetry

Can you identify line symmetry in Susan Point’s art?

Can you create a design inspired by Susan Point that has line 
symmetry?











BC Curriculum Connections

u Major tenets: core competencies, design
process, First Peoples Principles of Learning,
personalized learning, competency-based

u Mathematics, Visual Arts, ADST, Social Studies
and Science Curriculum Frameworks
uBig Ideas
uCurricular Competencies
uCurricular Content



What opportunities will you 
find to connect the dots for 
yourself and your students?

THANK YOU!
@JNOVAKOWSKI38
@JNOVAKOWSKI
JNOVAKOWSKI@SD38.BC.A




